
Your style 
Your sounds 
Your Encanta



Hear your day, your way

Four options. One just right for you. 
Get the right match for your hearing needs, your lifestyle, and your budget. 
Personalised for you.

Sound quality matters
Encanta hearing aids help you clearly understand the people you’re talking to  
and the natural sounds all around you. 

Music to your ears
Whether you’re a musician or a music lover, you’ll appreciate the attention to  
detail of the unique Bernafon Music Experience. 

Built to go the extra mile
Encanta is strong and reliable, with unbeatable rechargeability for all-day power.  
All in a new elegant and discreet design.

Keeping you connected
Stay reliably connected to all the devices and people that matter throughout your  
day with the latest connectivity options.

It’s your hearing. Let’s make it work for you. Bernafon Encanta’s 
exceptional sound quality helps you live the life you want to lead.  
So you can enjoy the conversations, details, and moments that  
make life worth hearing.
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Find your Encanta
Talk to your hearing care 
professional about which 
Encanta is right for you.
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Great sound is personal
T H E B E R N A F O N E N C A NTA FA M I LY

Encanta 100 CONNECT
Connected to the conversation
Encanta 100 will enrich your 
connections at home with family  
and friends.

Ideal for talking with:
One person

Listening environment: 
Low noise

Ideal for talking with:
One person

Listening environment: 
Noisy

Out and on the go
Encanta 200 is great for enjoying life 
on the go.

Encanta 200 GO
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Your hearing needs are as unique as you are. Your conversations, 
your phone calls, your music, your connections to the people and 
sounds around you. There’s also an Encanta that’s just right for you.

Encanta 400 PROEncanta 300 ENGAGE
Ready for anything
Encanta 400 has you covered no 
matter how noisy a situation is or how 
many people are involved.

Engaging with the group
Encanta 300 will help you fully  
engage in conversations with a  
group of people.

Ideal for talking with:
A group of people

Listening environment: 
Noisy

Ideal for talking with:
A group of people

Listening environment: 
Very noisy
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Connected to the conversation
E N C A NTA 1 0 0 C O N N E CT

Focusing on that special family member or sharing a laugh in front 
of the TV or on the phone. Conversations matter. Encanta 100 will 
enrich your connections at home with family and friends. It makes 
soft and loud voices clear for great one-to-one conversations.  
And lets you hear all around you with clear and natural sound.

Bernafon Sound Quality – clear and natural
Brilliant sound is all about the details. That’s why the sound you get from Encanta 
hearing aids follows the natural pattern and quality of real sound. For clear speech 
and listening comfort without cutting you off from your surroundings.

Comfort in knowing where sounds are coming from
Whether it’s the telephone ringing, a knock at the door, or someone talking in another 
room, Encanta 100 picks up sounds from all directions, so you don’t miss out.

Ideal for talking with:
One person

Listening environment: 
Low noise
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What you 
get with  

Encanta 100

Connected to the conversation
E N C A NTA 1 0 0 C O N N E CT

• A clear and natural sound 
experience 

• Hearing soft sounds without loud 
sounds becoming uncomfortable

• Hearing sounds coming from all 
directions
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Out and on the go
E N C A NTA 2 0 0 G O

If you lead an active lifestyle, your hearing is key to navigating your 
day, especially when there’s noise involved. Encanta 200 is great for 
enjoying life on the go. For one-to-one conversations, it gives you 
comfortable, clear speech understanding that cuts through noisy 
listening situations indoors and outdoors.

Focused conversations in noisy environments
At the park or inside a café, Encanta 200 helps you focus on what matters to you – 
like the person you’re talking to – even when different noises and sounds compete 
for your attention. It uses Smart Noise Management technology to adjust to the 
environment you’re in. So you get better sound quality and even clearer speech in 
noisy places.

Ideal for talking with:
One person

Listening environment: 
Noisy
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What you 
get with  

Encanta 200

Out and on the go
E N C A NTA 2 0 0 G O

All of the benefits of  
Encanta 100, PLUS: 

• Better speech understanding  
when there is noise 

• Better listening comfort  
when there is noise
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Engaging with the group
E N C A NTA 3 0 0 E N G A G E

Feeling like part of the group means easily following a conversation 
with more than one person. Encanta 300 is made to help you fully 
participate. It lets you naturally transition your focus from one person 
to the rest of the group in noisy environments, like in a restaurant, 
out shopping, or at a meeting.

Keeping up with the conversation
In social or work conversations, it’s natural to want to focus on one person and then 
shift your focus to others. Encanta 300 comes with Smart Noise Management with 
the new Smart Sensor. It uses motion detection to know when you want to focus on 
one person or when you want to focus on many, and automatically adjusts 
accordingly.

Ideal for talking with:
A group of people

Listening environment: 
Noisy
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What you 
get with  

Encanta 300

Engaging with the group
E N C A NTA 3 0 0 E N G A G E

All of the benefits of  
Encanta 200, PLUS:

• Better speech understanding in 
group conversations

• Hearing sounds all around you, 
even in noisy places
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Ready for anything
E N C A NTA 4 0 0 P R O

For you, leading a life with no limitations might mean days in noisy 
train stations, packed get-togethers, or big family dinners. Encanta 400 
has you covered no matter how noisy a situation is or how many 
people are involved. It gives you the most advanced Bernafon 
technology to support speech understanding in any environment.

Maximum everything
Get a more nuanced hearing experience anywhere. Encanta 400 comes with our 
most advanced technology for the confidence that your hearing aid will not let you 
down, even in the toughest listening situations. Along with our most advanced noise 
management and Smart Sensor technology, you also get a wider range of details 
and sound subtleties, particularly in noise.

Ideal for talking with:
A group of people

Listening environment: 
Very noisy
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What you 
get with  

Encanta 400

Ready for anything
E N C A NTA 4 0 0 P R O

All of the benefits of  
Encanta 300, PLUS:

•  Maximum support for clear 
speech and comfort in the most 
complex situations 

• A more nuanced hearing 
experience with fuller sound detail 
and clarity
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*  Based on clinical trial data acquired at  
Bernafon AG, Bern Switzerland, 2021.

“I can finally hear the small 
differences between my finger 

positions on the instrument,  
which I never heard before…  
the music sounds warmer  

and fuller.”

– Musician’s feedback  
from clinical trial*



Your sound experience
Not every hearing aid processes sound the same way.  
Bernafon hearing aids are known for their clear and natural  
sound – to help you hear the little details as well as the big picture.  
That’s because they process sound in a unique way that follows  
the natural pattern and quality of real sound. So no matter which 
Encanta is right for you, you know you’ll get an exceptional sound 
experience.

A richer music experience 
Music enriches life in so many ways. All your music – live, recorded, or 
streamed – will come alive with the unique Music Experience program  
in every Encanta hearing aid. You’ll savour each note with high-quality, 
precise, and balanced sound – whether you’re playing or listening.

“I tried different hearing aids  
and they all translated sounds differently. 
In the end, it was [Bernafon] that gave me 

a more natural feeling of the sounds  
I was used to hearing.”

– Mario, Bernafon hearing aid user
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Connect with confidence
Talk on the phone, listen to music, stream sound, have a video meeting 
– all with comfort and ease. Encanta gives you connectivity you can 
count on.

Made for iPhone®

Bernafon Encanta has great 
connectivity with all Apple 
devices, like iPhone, iPad, or 
even Apple Watch.

* LE Audio – Low Energy Audio,  
the latest Bluetooth technology.

NEW
A breakthrough in  

Android connectivity
Bernafon Encanta is fully compatible with all 

Android phones with new LE Audio*  
– which enables two-way audio, direct streaming, 

and hands-free communication.

Your hearing is in your hands with 
the Bernafon App 
The easy-to-use app gives you everything you need 
to make the most of your hearing aid experience. 
Discreetly control your hearing aids, personalise 
your sound, get remote counselling, and connect to 
your favourite devices – all from your smartphone, 
tablet, or Apple Watch. You can even set and achieve 
hearing goals or use the app to find your hearing 
aids if they’re lost.

Download the app on your smartphone.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod Touch are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. 
and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Use of the Made for Apple badge 
means that an accessory has been designed to connect specifically to the Apple product(s) 
identified in the badge and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance 
standards. Apple is not responsible for the operation of this device or its compliance with safety 
and regulatory standards.



A full day of power. In just one hour. 
Rechargeable Encanta hearing aids come with a new, smaller charger that gives you 
all-day battery power at home or on the go.

2 hours – 100% charge

In 60 minutes – 16 hours (full daily charge)

In 30 minutes – 8 hours

In 15 minutes – 4 hours

• Fast charging anywhere, anytime

•  Small charger for great portability 

• Up to 24 hours of battery capacity 
in a full charge

• Designed for 5 years of battery life

Making  
life easier  
with smart  
charging 
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Choose a colour to match your style 
Your hearing care professional will help you find the right Encanta for your exact 
needs and a colour that works with your personal style.

Durable coating 
to protect your 

hearing aid

Elegant design 
for comfort and 

discretion

Change listening 
program with 

this push button

LED indicates 
when hearing aid 

is ON/OFF

Tap here for 
picking up phone 

calls when 
connected to 
your phone

Pearly
Silver

Charcoal 
Grey

Antique
Bronze

Cocoa 
Brown

Jet 
Black

Stone
Beige

Sand
Beige

Metallic 
Silver

Sound quality meets design
A dedication to great design means that Encanta is elegant, 
comfortable, and discreet.
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Sound quality meets design Ask for a free trial

Hear the Bernafon 
Sound Quality

difference for yourself.  
You can try out new  

Encanta hearing aids  
before you decide.



The Bernafon Sound Experience
At Bernafon, we make it our job to empower the work of  

hearing care professionals. To help them deliver excellent care,  
on their terms. Because we know that expertise matters.  

Professional care is the key that turns extraordinary technology  
into personal solutions. Solutions that help people with 

hearing loss live life the way they want to. 
As part of the Demant Group, with over a century of experience  

and know-how, Bernafon benefits from one of the world’s strongest  
research and development teams within hearing healthcare. 

We bring this expertise and dedication to hearing care professionals  
– so they can provide an exceptional sound experience.

For more information on our hearing aids, visit our Bernafon website.
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World Headquarters
Bernafon
Kongebakken 9
2765 Smørum
Denmark

www.bernafon.com

Imagery: Artificial intelligence (AI) programs have been used to create some of the imagery.

Bernafon Companies
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